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the national oceanic and atmospheric administration provides nautical charts, publications and other
nautical services for the united states. the national weather service is the primary source for marine
forecasts, warnings, and other weather products. the national transportation safety board provides

nautical charts, publications and other nautical services for the united states. the mission of the ntsb
is to investigate transportation accidents involving aircraft, ships, railroads, pipelines, and other

modes of transportation. the ntsb also investigates marine disasters. fisheries and oceans canada
provides nautical charts, publications and other nautical services for the canadian government. the
primary goal of fisheries and oceans canada is to contribute to the economic development, social

welfare and quality of life of canadians. the world’s largest inshore commercial fisheries
organisation, the international council for the exploration of the sea provides nautical charts,
publications and other nautical services for the international commercial fishing industry. the

primary goal of the iceos is to conserve stocks of fish for future generations. the seafish group, a
leading international fisheries company and a member of the ices, provides nautical charts,

publications and other nautical services for the global commercial fishing industry. the primary goal
of the seafish group is to conserve stocks of fish for future generations. the us fish and wildlife

service provides nautical charts, publications and other nautical services for the united states. the
primary goal of the us fish and wildlife service is to provide science-based decisions about fish and

wildlife conservation, management and use.
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last week the cia released this map revealing what it considers sensitive targets for isis in the u.s. i
created this map with the cia list (transferred to a file with a.tex extension) as a basis. further work

with the cia data was done to make it fit the cia criteria - no names of nuclear facilities, no long
arrows. now the map reveals potential attacks in detail and with a priority ranking. this map is a

collaboration with gage skidmore. he is not affiliated with geopolitical atlas (gat). he is a member of
propellerheads and has been making maps for the cia and inter-services intelligence of pakistan. he

has done a lot of work with nuclear target markers and his work is on the site www.prop-lab.com.
this link should be added to the links file in the download. a federal appeals court has ordered

nevada rancher cliven bundy to pay the government more than $1 million to continue grazing his
cattle on public land. the u.s. justice department filed a lawsuit against bundy in may 2013, accusing

him of refusing to stop trespassing on federal property to protect his cattle from being sold or
removed. the case has gained national attention because bundy has been defending his actions as

an exercise of his first amendment rights. in an oct. 2 federal court order, district judge gloria
navarro concluded that while bundy has a right to graze his cattle on federal lands, he doesn't have
the right to use the public lands "as a sanctuary" to evade court-ordered payment of more than $1
million owed to the u.s. bureau of land management for grazing fees and penalties. navarro wrote
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that although bundy's right to graze the cattle on public lands is protected by the u. constitution, "a
district court does not have the authority to completely absolve" bundy of the responsibility of

complying with court orders. the feds have been forced to pay grazing fees for the past 10 years.
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